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Aiming at solving the problem that the recognition effect of rare slot values in spoken language is poor, which affects the accuracy
of oral understanding task, a spoken language understanding method is designed based on deep learning. +e local features of
semantic text are extracted and classified to make the classification results match the dialogue task. An intention recognition
algorithm is designed for the classification results. Each datum has a corresponding intention label to complete the task of
semantic slot filling. +e attention mechanism is applied to the recognition of rare slot value information, the weight of hidden
state and corresponding slot characteristics are obtained, and the updated slot value is used to represent the tracking state. An
auxiliary gate unit is constructed between the upper and lower slots of historical dialogue, and the word vector is trained based on
deep learning to complete the task of spoken language understanding. +e simulation results show that the proposed method can
realize multiple rounds of man-machine spoken language. Compared with the spoken language understanding methods based on
cyclic network, context information, and label decomposition, it has higher accuracy and F1 value and has higher practical
application value.

1. Introduction

In our society, with the development of science and
informatization, more tasks have been applied to the field of
artificial intelligence, and it has become an irreversible trend.
With the rapid development of artificial intelligence, there
are countless tasks to process serialized data in our society.
For example, speech recognition, natural language under-
standing, and time series data all need to process serialized
data. +e spoken language system integrating speech rec-
ognition and speech synthesis is the core technology of
human-computer interaction, and oral understanding is the
core of spoken language system [1]. +erefore, the research
on oral comprehension can enable people to apply it more
accurately to spoken language system, which is more con-
venient for people’s life and work. It has always been ex-
plored and studied to enable machines to communicate with
people without barriers. Oral English is used in human
communication. If the computer can understand spoken
language and make correct answers and can correctly

complete various operation tasks required by people
according to people’s instructions, it can use robots to
complete operations in many occasions, especially in some
dangerous fields, which can save a lot of resources and
reduce the risk. It can be seen that spoken language system is
widely used in life and is of great significance. Spoken
language system is such that people express their ideas in
natural language to communicate with a certain field of
computer [2]. +is way can make the computer understand
human requirements more efficiently and quickly, so as to
complete people’s demands according to the corresponding
model processing. Oral understanding is to convert the
natural speech input by people into text through speech
recognition, convert the text into corresponding word vector
or sentence level vector in the oral understanding system,
then send the vector through the encoder or directly into the
built model, and finally decode or directly output the sen-
tence. For the whole spoken language system, the key part is
oral understanding and dialogue management. If oral
comprehension cannot be performed correctly or the
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performance of oral comprehension is poor, such a situation
will lead to the error of query results of subsequent dialogue
management, resulting in the poor performance of the whole
spoken language system, which cannot complete various
operations and tasks required by people [3]. It can be seen
that oral understanding plays a key role in spoken language
system. +e performance of oral comprehension directly
determines the performance of spoken language system.
+erefore, the study of oral comprehension is of great value
and significance.

+e academic community has carried out extensive
research on spoken language understanding. Zhang and
others improved the effectiveness of information feature
extraction and oral comprehension performance by adding
and storing historical state information [4]. Yang and others
constructed the initial representation of the current round of
text and context text in combination with the phonetic
features and used the context semantic information to assist
the intention detection of the current round of text, which
improved the detection effect [5]. Xu and Huang trans-
formed label classification into independent classification
and introduced external word vector to improve the clas-
sification performance of the model [6]. +e above research
results have improved the performance of spoken language
understanding methods, but they still have the problem of
poor slot value recognition, which affects the accuracy of
dialogue tasks. With the successful application of deep
learning, deep neural network has made remarkable
achievements [7]. +e development of deep neural network
has gone through a very long time. Now remarkable
achievements have been made in the fields of speech rec-
ognition, image processing, text processing, computer vi-
sion, and natural language processing. Deep neural network
is a successful application in many fields such as natural
language processing, compared with the traditional oral
comprehension model. +e biggest feature of deep neural
network is to train a large amount of data and then extract
the characteristic information. +e characteristic informa-
tion obtained through the network structure can achieve
good results in oral comprehension tasks. +erefore, based
on deep learning, this paper proposes a spoken language
understanding method to improve the effect of oral un-
derstanding tasks, promote the development of human-
computer interaction technology, and better meet the needs
of practical application scenarios.

2. Spoken Language Understanding Method
Based on Deep Learning

2.1. Semantic Text Classification. In man-machine dialogue
system, oral comprehension is mainly used to understand
what users say and extract important information. Oral
comprehension model includes three tasks: domain recog-
nition, intention recognition, and semantic slot filling.
Domain recognition task and intention recognition task are
used to understand what users say. Both tasks belong to text
classification. Semantic slot filling task is to extract im-
portant information, which belongs to sequence annotation
problem. Domain recognition and intention recognition are

to classify the dialogue text entered by the user, and the
classified label is the domain involved in the dialogue text or
the user’s intention. +erefore, this paper first designs a
semantic text classification model, uses the algorithm to
extract the local features of the text, and matches it with the
current task to better classify the text. +e model consists of
text convolution neural network and bidirectional long-term
and short-term memory neural network combined with
attention mechanism. +e multiconvolution kernel mech-
anism of text convolution neural network model can better
extract the n-gram features of text data, so that the text
convolution neural network model can learn more abundant
local features [8].

+e bidirectional long-term and short-term memory
neural network model can effectively extract the context
information of semantic text and concentrate the more
important information of the current task [9]. +ere are 160
neurons in the hidden layer of bidirectional long-term and
short-term memory neural network model, the size of four-
layer convolution nuclei is 2–5, the number of convolution
nuclei is 32, and the size of attention mechanism is 128. +e
two-channel neural network model is used to extract text
information at the same time, which makes the model more
efficient. +e first channel is the word vector of the word.
First, the text is segmented, converted into word vectors, and
input into the first channel. Unsupervised stacked decon-
volution neural network is used to learn from the word
vector of the text to obtain the feature mapping matrix. +e
feature mapping matrix is used as the convolution kernel of
the deep convolution neural network to convolute and pool
the word vector layer by layer [10]. +en, the important
information of text context is extracted through the two-way
long-term and short-term memory model. +e second
channel is the input word vector. Convert a single Chinese
character in the text into a word vector. +e local semantic
features of the text are extracted through the convolution
model of multiconvolution kernel. +e hierarchical atten-
tion mechanism is used to select the important sentences in
the text at the network layer, and the network is extracted
layer by layer to obtain the text feature vector [11]. Finally,
the left and right channel outputs are spliced into vectors,
and then text classification is carried out through the
maximum layer of fully connected neural network. In text
classification, each output is related to the context of the
input and context at that time [12, 13]. If the output vector is
added each time and the average value is taken directly, the
contribution of each output to text classification is the same,
but this is not the case. Keywords in the classification should
have greater weight. +erefore, when outputting vectors, we
want to focus on vectors that are more important to the
current task, so we introduce the attention mechanism. Note
that the mechanism model can be expressed as

α � tanh(wβ + ε). (1)

In formula (1), α represents the output value of the
attention mechanism; tanh represents hyperbolic tangent
function; w and ε represent the weight and bias of at-
tention mechanism; β represents the splicing of outputs in
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both positive and negative directions at each time. +e
outputs of forward and reverse are spliced to obtain the
randomly initialized attention mechanism column vector.
Finally, a normalized attention mechanism weight is
obtained by softmax operation. +e calculated output
weights at each time are weighted and summed to obtain
the output of the model; that is, the text classification is
completed. Figure 1 shows the semantic text classification
model.

2.2. Design Intent Recognition Algorithm. In oral compre-
hension task, intention recognition task is a classification
problem, which is used to extract users’ specific intention
[14]. Semantic slot filling task is a sequence labeling problem,
that is, each word in a given sentence is labeled respectively.
+ere is a certain relationship between intention recognition
task and semantic slot filling task. +erefore, these two tasks
can be completed in the same model [15]. In this paper,
Albert pretraining model and convolutional neural network
are used to complete the task of intention recognition, and
Albert pretraining model and conditional random field are
used to complete the task of semantic slot filling. Albert
model backbone network adopts transformer encoder
framework and GELU nonlinear activation function. +e
dimension of the input embedded vector dimension is
smaller than the output vector. +e word level embedding
vector has no context dependence, but the output of the
hidden layer includes not only the meaning of the word
itself, but also some context information. +erefore, the
expression of the hidden layer contains more information
[16]. In natural language processing tasks, the word em-
bedding matrix is usually large. Due to the large number of
parameters and the process of back propagation, the updated
content is also sparse. Combined with the above two points,
Albert model adopts a factorization method to reduce the
amount of parameters. Firstly, the unique heat code is
mapped to a low dimensional space and then mapped to a
high-dimensional space. +rough this decomposition
method, the amount of word embedding parameters can be
reduced [17]. On this basis, the parameters of the full-
connection layer and the attention mechanism layer are
shared; that is, all the parameters inside the encoder are
shared. In order to retain only consistency tasks and remove
the impact of subject prediction, the positive samples of SOP
are obtained in the same way, and the negative samples
reverse the order of positive samples. +at is, SOP only
focuses on the order of sentences and has no influence on the
subject [18]. Albert model input needs to add [CLS] at the
beginning of the text, and the output corresponds to the
input [CLS] vector containing the information coding of the
whole sentence, which can be used for text classification
tasks [19]. +e remaining eigenvectors are used for the
sequence annotation task. Use [CLS] vector and feature
vector to identify semantic intention. Conditional random
field is a probability graph model and belongs to discrim-
inant model. In the field of natural language understanding,
linear chain conditional random fields are often used to solve
the problem of sequence annotation [20]. In the linear chain

random field, the sequence and label meet the following
conditions:

θ Bi | A, B1, B2, · · ·, Bn(  � θ Bi | A, Bi−1, Bi+1( . (2)

In formula (2), θ represents probability; A represents
sequence; Bn represents the tag sequence; n indicates the
number of labels; i indicates the marked serial number. +e
parametric form of linear chain conditional random field is
as follows:

θ Bi | A(  �
1
δ

e
λ1+λ2( ). (3)

In formula (3), θ(Bi|A) represents the parametric form; δ
represents normalization factor; e is the natural constant; λ1
and λ2 are local characteristic function and node charac-
teristic function, respectively. λ1 is only related to the current
node and the previous node, and λ2 is only related to the
current node. λ1 and λ2 values can only be 0 or 1.

Each network layer of Albert model has two subnetwork
layers: the first layer is multihead self-attention mechanism
layer. +e second layer is the common feedforward network
layer, which is used to integrate the position information of
words. In addition, each subnetwork layer contains an add
label layer, which is used to add and normalize the input and
output of this layer, and then the residual connection is used
between the two subnetwork layers [21].

Let L be the additional weight matrix to compress the
spliced matrix dimension into the sequence length, Q, K, V

is the vector of each corresponding label in the input se-
quence, and Qij, Kij, Vij is the weight matrix of Q, K, V; DK

represents the vector dimension of each label, and Dm is the
normalized activation function [22]. σ is vector point
multiplication; r is the hidden layer of the network layer.+e
calculation formula of dynamic word vector W is as follows:

MultiHead(Q, K, V) � Lσ Q
ij

, K
ij

, V
ij

 ,

Dm �
DK Q

ij
, K

ij
, V

ij
 

σ
,

W �
Dm

σr
(Q, K, V).

(4)

+e algorithm uses the Chinese Albert pretrainingmodel
to obtain the dynamic word vector with context and then
uses the conditional random field model which can effec-
tively deal with the sequence annotation problem to
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Figure 1: Semantic text classification model.
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complete the idiom meaning slot filling task [23]. At the
same time, the multicore convolutional neural network is
used for training, so that each datum has a corresponding
intention label, so as to complete the intention recognition
task [24]. Figure 2 shows the structure of Albert model.

2.3. Conversation State Tracking Based on Slot Feature. In
each round of conversation, the user input is used as an
important information source for conversation status
tracking, which directly contains the slot or slot value pair
related to the user’s needs. In the process of interaction,
users are allowed to modify or improve their needs at any
time.+erefore, the spoken language system needs to update
the dialogue status according to the user’s current round
input [25]. In order to improve the recognition accuracy of
new slot values and rare slot values, a multiround dialogue
state tracking model based on local slot features is proposed,
including coding module and state evaluation module. Since
each state in state tracking consists of multiple sets of slot
value pairs and the dataset of state tracking is often small
[26], many slot value pairs rarely appear in the dataset, so
wrong inference of rare slot value pairs often leads to poor
state tracking results. +e slot information word vector is
spliced into the word vector of the text to be encoded to
strengthen the connection between the slot information and
the text sequence [27]. At the same time, the attention
mechanism is applied to the slot information to obtain the
weight of the hidden state, so as to obtain the feature
representation of the whole text for the slot. +e encoder is
composed of a forward LSTM (the input is the original
sequence input) and a backward LSTM (the input is the
reverse sequence input) [28]. It can be expressed as

yt � L ct( . (5)

In formula (5), yt represents the bidirectional feature
vector corresponding to the word in the input text; L rep-
resents bidirectional LSTM structure; ct represents the input
sequence; t indicates time. For the input sequence and slot
set, in order to calculate the sequence representation of any
slot, the coding vector of the slot is spliced with the sequence,
and finally the feature vector corresponding to the word in
the input text is generated, which can be expressed as

R � L ω ct, u(  + κ . (6)

In formula (6), R represents the feature vector corre-
sponding to the word; ω represents hidden state weight; u

represents the slot set; κ represents the slot value vector. +e
feature vector is the set of word feature vectors in the input
text and the semantic vector of the whole sentence under the
condition of different slot information. In the new round of
state generation, the purpose is to predict the actual in-
tention of users in this round. Intuitively, judge whether the
slot value pair in the candidate is expressed in the user’s
statement. +ere are three main contribution sources in the
dialogue information, namely, the user’s current round of
input, the previous round of system reply, and the previous
round of system action.+is means that the status evaluation

module will use these three information contribution
sources to score the slot value pairs in each candidate [29].
As the most important information source, the user’s cur-
rent input can directly state the goal or request. Score a
specific slot value set based on the current user’s words. +e
calculation formula is

f � hg + v. (7)

In formula (7), f represents the degree of expressing the
specific slot value under consideration in the user’s dis-
course; h represents the discourse of the current user; g

represents the context representation generated by the at-
tention mechanism; v represents a specific set of slot values.
Considering that the last round of system reply can enrich or
enhance the text information input by the user in detail, the
user input text and the last round of system reply are jointly
modeled in the evaluation module, so as to score the can-
didate slot value. +e calculation formula is

f′ � 
j

hjgj. (8)

In formula (8), j represents all candidate slot value sets;
f′ indicates the degree of expressing the candidate slot value
under consideration in the user’s discourse. After the score
weighted sum is obtained by the scoring module, the score is
mapped to the range of [0, 1] by using the activation
function. +e result is used as the basis for selecting the
current candidate slot value, and the threshold is set. When
the score exceeds the threshold, it indicates that the can-
didate slot value is characterized in the user requirements,
and the slot value is used to update the dialog status.

2.4. Establishing Spoken Language Understanding Model
Based on Deep Learning. In multiround and multitask oral
comprehension, because the user conversation may switch
multiple times in different tasks, not all historical infor-
mation will be useful. It is very important to select the
historical information related to the current conversation.
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Figure 2: Albert model structure.
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When the current conversation encounters task jump; that
is, all historical information talks about other tasks, its
historical information has a negative impact on the intention
identification and slot filling of the current conversation,
resulting in the historical information not correctly helping
to understand the user’s current conversation [30]. In order
to alleviate this problem, this model introduces current
dialogue into historical coding and combines historical
dialogue with current dialogue to reduce the negative impact
of irrelevant historical context. +at is, an auxiliary gate unit
is constructed to learn the relationship between historical
context and slot position.+e input of the auxiliary gate unit
is the output state and history information coding of the
decoding layer LSTM, which are jointly input into the
auxiliary gate unit for the following calculation:

z � sigmoid ϑ1o + ϑ2m( . (9)

In formula (9), z represents a weight feature of the
historical information and the output state of each step; ϑ1
and ϑ2 represent weights; o represents the output state of the
decoding layer LSTM; m represents the historical dialogue
information code; sigmoid is the activation function.
Learning the relationship between the historical information
and the output state of each step of the current dialogue, we
can better use the historical information to find the key
information in the current dialogue. +e intention of user
statement can affect the generation of slot. Introducing the
context vector and intention representation vector of slot
into a gate structure at the same time can improve the
performance of slot filling task [31]. +e function of the
input layer is to convert the text in the dialog box into a
pattern that can be understood by the computer. In the
neural network channel, word vector and text vector are
used to represent the classified text information. +rough
the expression method of information distribution, the
transformed text information is mapped into high-dimen-
sional space by using the method based on deep learning,
and the semantic relationship can be inferred by using
distance [32]. In this paper, Word2Vec toolkit is used to
train on the prediction set. Finally, the word vector obtained
by training is used as the word coding of the model. As-
suming that a training sample is a given conversation, the
conditional probabilities of intention label and slot label
predicted by the model can be expressed as

p1 � max M1( ,

p2 � 
v

1
max M

v
2( .

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(10)

In formula (10), p1 and p2 represent the conditional
probability of intention label and slot label; Mv

2 represents
the probability vector of softmax transport slot label cor-
responding to each word; v represents the number of cor-
responding slot labels; M1 represents the intention
probability vector output by softmax. +e probability of the
corresponding category in each dimension and the maxi-
mum probability are taken as the intention category pre-
dicted by the sample [33]. Intent recognition and slot filling

share the same encoder. In the process of training the model,
the two loss functions are added, and the parameters of the
joint model are updated through back propagation [34]. In
this model, the cross direct function is used as the loss
function of the model. +e model proposed in this paper
introduces the current dialogue and attention mechanism
into the historical information coding, learns the relation-
ship between the historical information and the slot through
the auxiliary gate unit mechanism, and effectively uses the
historical dialogue information to improve the effect of the
model.

3. Simulation Experiment

3.1. Dialogue Effect Test. In order to verify the performance
of this method, the following simulation experiments are
carried out. +e experimental platform is MATLAB simu-
lation platform. +e computer used is Windows 10 system,
equipped with i7 processor and running memory of 16G. In
this simulation experiment, the API of iFLYTEK is adopted
for speech recognition and speech synthesis and trans-
planted to the ROS operating system. +e spoken language
understanding part is the content of this paper. Each module
is encapsulated and organized as a node of ROS. +e speech
recognition node collects the user’s audio and publishes the
recognition results in the form of topic after speech rec-
ognition. Using spoken language understanding node, and
after the question preprocessing, question and answer
module, and dialogue management module based on slot
features discussed above, the processing results are released
again in the form of topic. Finally, the speech synthesis node
subscribes to the topics published by the semantic analysis
node and feeds back to the user in the form of audio after
synthesis to complete a round of interaction. In practical
application, the spoken language system runs on the ROS
system and the microphone collects the user’s speech and
finally feeds back to the user with audio. Generally, there is
no graphical interface. For demonstration, this section uses
flask as the background framework to realize the API of
semantic recognition and Apache as the static server of web
resources, and the front end uses HTML, JavaScript, and CSS
to realize a web application. Taking weather query as an
example, the multiround interaction of the spoken language
understanding method is shown in Figure 3.

According to the demonstration results in Figure 3, the
spoken language understanding method proposed in this
paper can ask and answer common questions and has the
effect of real-time interaction of multiple rounds of dialogue.
On this basis, the performance of the proposed method is
further tested.

3.2. Experimental Environment. +e KVRETdataset used in
this paper is from Stanford Natural Language Processing
Group. Task-oriented dialogue focuses on participating in
the dialogue on specific topics initiated by users. Generally
speaking, if researchers want to do task-oriented dialogue
and the training model dataset is not large and diverse
enough, the next work is likely to be blocked. To help
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alleviate this problem, the Stanford natural language pro-
cessing group published a corpus. +is dataset contains
more than 3000 rounds of conversation data, mainly dis-
tributed in schedule, weather retrieval, and navigation.
Because there is only one task in each conversation in
KVRET dataset, in order to fit the reality, this paper reor-
ganizes the KVRET dataset and obtains the conversation
dataset containing multiple tasks. +e reorganization
method is as follows: two dialogue paragraphs of schedule,
weather retrieval, and navigation are randomly selected for
cross splicing, so that the spliced dialogue paragraphs
contain two different tasks. +e learning rate of shallow
neural network is set to 0.064, the size of context window is
set to 8, the dimension of word vector is set to 150, and the
number of hidden layer neurons is 120. +e number of
training steps is set to 10 and the number of iterations is 100.
In order to compare the performance of this method, it is
compared with the spoken language understanding methods
based on circular network, context information, and label
decomposition. +e experimental evaluation criteria are the
accuracy and F1 value, which are widely used at present.

3.2.1. Experiment of Measuring Accuracy. According to the
experimental environment, taking 1000 rounds of training
as an example, the accuracy of the four methods is calcu-
lated. +e precision experiment comparison diagram of
Figure 4 is obtained.

As can be seen from Figure 4, the test accuracy of these
four methods is basically relatively stable and the fluctuation
is small. +e test accuracy of the three methods based on
cyclic network, context information, and oral understanding
of label decomposition is always higher than 90%, and the
test accuracy is relatively stable. +e test accuracy of the
method studied in this paper remains above 94%, up to 97%,

which is always higher than the other three methods, in-
dicating that the performance of this method is better.
According to the accuracy comparison results in Figure 4,
the comparison diagrams of the highest accuracy and the
lowest accuracy of different methods can be drawn, as shown
in Figure 5.

As shown in Figure 5, the highest accuracy of the method
based on cyclic network is 93%, and the lowest accuracy is
91%. +e highest accuracy of context information method is
93.5%, and the lowest accuracy is 92%. +e highest accuracy
of label decomposition method was 96%, and the lowest
accuracy was 92.5%. +e highest accuracy of this method is
96% and the lowest is 94%. Compared with the oral

Oral dialogue system

Send

User: What’s the temperature in
city.
System: What city is it.

Dialogue history:

(a)

Oral dialogue system

Send

User: What’s the temperature in
city.
System: What city is it.
User: Find out the temperature
in Beijing.
System: �e weather in Beijing is
cloudy, 22-30°C.

Dialogue history:

(b)

SendSend

Oral dialogue system

Send

Dialogue history:

User: What’s the temperature in
city.
System: What city is it.
User: Find out the temperature
in Beijing.
System: The weather in Beijing is 
cloudy, 22-30°C.
User: Thank you so much!
System: You 're welcome!

(c)

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of multiwheel interaction. (a) First round of dialogue. (b) Second round of dialogue. (c) +ird round of
dialogue.
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comprehension method based on circular network, context
information, and label decomposition, the accuracy is 3%,
2.5%, and 3.5% higher, respectively. It shows that this
method has high accuracy and good practical application
performance.

3.2.2. Test of F1 Value. In order to better test the actual
performance of the method in this paper, the F1 value of the
four methods is tested. F1 value is an index used to measure
the accuracy of binary classification model in statistics. Its
maximum value is 1 and its minimum value is 0. +e F1
value is tested in the form of percentage, and the comparison
test results are shown in Figure 6.

It can be seen from Figure 6 that the test F1 value of the
method studied in this paper is higher than that of the oral
comprehension method based on circular network, context
information, and label decomposition. Basically, the F1
values of the four methods are relatively stable and have little
fluctuation. According to the F1 value comparison results in
Figure 6, the comparison diagrams of the highest F1 value
and the lowest F1 value of different methods can be drawn,
as shown in Figure 7.

As can be seen from Figure 7, the highest F1 value is 92%
and the lowest F1 value is 91% based on the cyclic network
method. +e highest F1 value of context information
method is 94%, and the lowest F1 value is 89%. +e highest
F1 value of label decomposition method is 92%, and the
lowest F1 value is 90%. +e highest F1 value is 95%, and the
lowest F1 value is 91%. +e highest F1 value is 3%, 1%. and
3% higher than the oral comprehension methods based on
circular network, context information. and label decom-
position, respectively. F1 value is an effective evaluation
standard for comprehensive accuracy and recall, which can
comprehensively reflect the performance of this method.
Experiments can prove that this method has good appli-
cation performance and has certain advantages.

+rough experiments, it can be concluded that the
method proposed in this paper has the highest accuracy of
97%, the highest accuracy of 96%, and the highest F1 value of
95%, which can realize man-machine oral English under-
standing and has a good application prospect.

4. Conclusion

Man-machine dialogue system is the concentrated em-
bodiment of the level of artificial intelligence. As the core
part of man-machine dialogue system, oral comprehension
model is the focus and difficulty of research. +is paper
proposes an spoken language understanding method based
on deep learning. +e test results show that this method can
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significantly improve the accuracy and F1 value and has high
practical value. +e application research of oral compre-
hension is a complex and far-reaching topic, and there are
still deficiencies in this paper. Due to the limitation of
hardware equipment, too many rounds will lead to too large
model parameters and failure to run. However, in actual
situations, such as the communication between online
customer service and users, there may be dozens or even
hundreds of rounds of dialogue between them. How to solve
the difficulty of multiple rounds of dialogue needs further
research. +e data of oral comprehension in this paper focus
on the fact that each sentence contains only one intention.
However, in real life, a sentence may contain multiple in-
tentions, which needs further exploration.
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